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The intent of this tutorial is to share with you the process I used to create a seamless Intarsia pattern
on the pink field of this infant sock.

 First off, I had to think of reading the chart a bit differently.  Where as normally you read across the
entire row then turn, the rows are divided into 1a, and 1b; 2a and 2b, etc.

In the example below-  Row 1a is knitted to a turning point(in red), the yarn strand is connected, the
turn is made and you begin row 2a.  This row is purled across the front needle where the design will
be made, and then across the back needle, returning you to the front needle again to begin the
second half of the first row, or 1b.   Having finish ed the first row you then begin the second half of
the second row or 2b.  After knitting  across the back needle you are now ready to start row #3a.

Row by row instructions will be given for this process.
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More Knitting Notes

Knitting method - Magic Loop

Needles  and Yarn - your choice ( I am using #2 circle needle 47 inch long) and fingering yarn.

Colors - your choice

 MC - main color

 CC - contrast color

Stitch - Stockinette

*This method requires you to use long strands for you design.  Your ends have to be free
to be able to be joined to the adjacent stitch loops.

Key-

NA = front needle  where design is going to be created

NB = back needle

K = knit

P = purl

+= add yarn strand

X=break off yarn strand

CY =  (X) connect yarn- you  connect the yarn at the point where the yarn immerges from the
previous row to form the stitch on your left needle.  Look at my tutorial for seamless cables.  I have
pictures to illustrate the process there.  You can access my tutorials by typing your request in the
search box in the top right corner of my web page.

On the following page I have made an attempt to try and diagram this process.  Always read the chart
from right to left , then left to right  for rows  followed by “a”.  Read the chart left to right , then right
to left with the rows ending in “b.”  I remember it by thinking of a box.
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Written Instructions

For this swatch practice I cast on 39 sts.  Place 19 sts on NA (design portion) and 20 sts on NB. Join and knit in
the round for about an inch.

Next round of N A, begin the chart.  Knitting 1a and 2 a as follows.

NA

Row  1a - MC, k 7.  Turn CY through purl button on your right.

Row  2a - MC-Slip first two stitches(these stitches will be knitted when you begin row 2 a), purl the next
stitch being careful not to pull the loop that lays across the slipped stitch to tight.  This loop will be picked up
when knitting the second stitch of row 2a.  Purl the next 5 stitches of the chart.

NB- purl across the 20 stitches.

NA - Row 1b- MC, Purl 6

 Insert CC .  Measure off a long strand of CC.  Pick up the strand in the middle, slip loop over needle to purl
next stitch.  Bring MC strand to left over the top of the CC strand.  Lifting the CC strand from underneath
purl the next stitch as indicated on the chart.  You now have left behind a long tail of CC on your right.  This
tail will be used for the stitches that form the edge of the ear on the left side of the image.

Using MC, p 1.

With tail of CC just to your right, purl 3. You have just completed row #1.

CY- connect the yarns in prep for row 2b by threading the end of the CC strand and pulling it through the
loop you made with the MC when you slipped the first 2 stitches of row # 2a,  from top to bottom.  Now turn
you work to the knit side.

* This is a little different from the yarn connections  I showed you in my Seamless Cables tutorial, but it is
necessary because we had to leave those stitches unworked so that they were available to be knitted with the
CC at the beginning of row “2b.”

Slip the two MC slipped stitches back to the left needle.  With the CC yarn knit the first stitch.  Now knit the
second stitch, being careful to slip the tip of your needle under the MC loop on the back. With CC, k 4; MC,
k 2; CC, k 1; MC, k 5.

You have just complete row #2 of chart.

Double tail yarn insertion



Rows 3-4

NA-

Row 3a- MC, k 4.  Turn.  CY.

Row 4a - MC, Slip 1, p 3.

NB - purl across 20 stitches.

NA

Row 3b - MC, p 4; CC, p 1; MC, p 3; CC, p 7.

CY- pull strand end through MC loop at base of next stitch(slipped stitch) at left.  Turn.  Row #3 of
chart is complete.

Row 4b.  Return slipped stitch on right to left needle.  With CC, k  9; MC, k 3; CC, k 1; MC, k 3.

Row #4  chart is complete.

NB

Knit across 20 stitches.



NA

Row 5a- MC; k 3.  Turn.  CY, slipping yarn through purl bump and MC loop made when slipping st in
row 4.

Row 6a- MC, p 3.

NB- purl across back 20 stitches.

NA

Row 5 b - MC, p 3; CC, p 1; MC, p 3; CC, p 7; insert strand of MC, p 1; CC, p 1. CY, through stitch
to left.  Turn.

Row 6b - MC,  k 2, bringing up MC strand from underneath CC.  Carry CC across the 2 stitches
trapping the  CC strand when knitting the second stitch of MC.

With CC, knit next 7 stitches as indicated on chart. Continue across chart- MC, k 3;  CC, k 1; MC, k 3.

NB- knit across back 20 stitches.

Rows 5-6



Rows 7-8

NA

Row 7a - MC, k 3. CY.  Turn.

Row 8a - MC, p 3.

NB -  Purl across back 20 stitches.

NA -

Row 7b - MC, p 3;  CC, p 1; MC, p 2; CC, p 9; MC, p 1,. CY.  Turn.   Break off CC leaving 6 inch tail.

Row 8b - With CC, insert double tail strand as before in row #1, and knit first stitch of row 8 b.  Next, bring
MC strand from underneath and place in right hand.  Hold left strand of CC in left hand.  Knit 2nd stitch with
MC, making sure you stick tip of right needle under the CC strand held in left hand before wrapping the yarn
around the tip of the needle to form the knit stitch.  With left strand of the CC, knit 9.  With MC, k 1; CC, k 1;
MC, k 3.

NB- knit across back 20 stitches.



Rows 9-10

NA

Row 9 a - MC, k 3. CY.  Turn.

Row 10a - MC, p 3.

NB -  Purl across back 20 stitches.

NA

Row 9b - MC, p 4;  CC, p 10 ( be sure to trap the MC strand with the 3rd stitch of the CC so you will have the
yarn in place for color change in the return row.,  Drop CC strand.  With  MC, p 1;  with second strand of CC, p
1.  CY.   Yurn.

Row 10b -  CC, k 1;  MC, k 2;  CC, k 6;  MC, k 7.

NB - Knit across 20 stitches.

NA

Row 11 a - MC, k 3. CY.  Turn.

Row 12a - MC, p 3.

NB -  Purl across back 20 stitches.

NA

Row 11b - MC, p 8; CC, p 4; MC, p 3; CC, p 1. CY.   Turn.

Row 10b - CC, k 2;  MC, k 2; CC, k 1; MC, k  11.

NB - Knit across 20 stitches.

Rows 11-12



NA

Row 13a - MC, k 3. CY.  Turn.

Row 14a - MC, p 3.

NB -  Purl across back 20 stitches.

NA

Row 13b - MC, p 12; CC, p 3; MC, p 1. * Since this is the last row of the MC stitches in the right inner ear,
stop here and adjust any tension issues before beginning the final row.  CY.  Turn.

Row 14b - MC, k 16.

NB -knit across back 20 stitches.

**Before proceeding to knit in the round on the next row, check your stitch tension in the design, and
make any adjustments.

The eye on this example is made with
duplicate stitch using a tail end of the MC

The photo above is a peek at the back side of
the design.

Finish the design by weaving in the ends.  I divide my strands and weave them in as single plies.

Row 13-14


